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May 7 

“Conversation of your Life - Personal Values,” 11:30am, 

The Woodland (60 Woodland Rd, Maplewood) 

Join the Essex County COYL Coalition for a presentation and panel on 

Personal Values and Medical Care.  The program will begin with a light 

lunch, feature a short film and include a panel discussing the importance 

and strategies for making  your wishes clear when you can’t speak for 

yourself. Free and open to all but please rsvp to: 

SOMA2towns@gmail.com or (973) 558-0863. 

 

May 15 

“Guardianship: When is the right time?” 7pm, Maplewood 

Main Library 

The program will open with a showing of the Documentary short 

“Edith+Eddie” followed by a presentation and discussion on 

understanding how guardianship works in NJ, the process, issues and 

pitfalls. 

 

May 30 

“The Conversation Project,” 7pm, South Orange Library 

This program features the Conversation Project Toolkit and role-playing 

on how to have the emotional but important conversations with your 

family and friends on your wishes and plans. 

 

June 17 

“Preparation for Aging,” 1- 3pm, The Woodland 

Presented by Garden State Equality. Many older adults are aging 

without a plan in place. Issues around caretaking, power of attorney, 

wills, and other legal issues begin to come up and many older adults are 

unprepared to tackle these issues. This preparation workshop will help 

older adults to start thinking about a plan that is tailored to their needs. 

 

June 21 

SAGE Table: Dinner and screening of “GenSilent,” 6-9pm, 

The Woodland 

Presented by Garden State Equality. Why SAGE TABLE? Our goal is to 

draw our community closer together, to alleviate the loneliness common 

to many LGBTQ seniors and to share stories and ideas. This is a space 

to begin a conversation about how we relate to people across age 

boundaries in our community, and how we can take action together. 

RSVP to Mayes@GardenStateEquality.org or 973-509-5428. 
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